Shah Jahan, Emperor of the Mughal Empire

Artist: John Ogilby

Pictures of the Punjab
Activities for ages 8 - 12
The City of Surat (Gujarat)

Artist: John Ogilby

Pictures of the Punjab
Activities for ages 8 - 12

Snapshots of the Punjab
Activity 2
Cipahys (sepoys/soldiers)

Artist: François Balthazar Solvyns

Pictures of the Punjab
Activities for ages 8 - 12
A group of British people and their servants in Madras (Tamil Nadu)

Photographer: Unknown

Pictures of the Punjab
Activities for ages 8 - 12
A Sikh Sentry, Fort Johnston (Malawi)

Artist: H H Johnston

Pictures of the Punjab
Activities for ages 8 - 12
Gandhi Wallahs in Mumbai (Maharashtra)

Photographer: Mrs D Oliver
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Pictures of the Punjab
Activities for ages 8 - 12
Salt Satyagrahis at Chowpati Sands in Mumbai (Maharashtra)

Photographer: Mrs D Oliver
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Gandhi Saturday in Karachi (Sindh)

Photographer: Mrs D Oliver
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